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NIVEAU LINGUISTIQUE

⃝  Débutant
⃝  Élémentaire
⃝  Pré-intermédiaire 
⃝  Intermédiaire
⃝  Avancé/Conversation

Complete the sentences with : 

have got / there is / there are / some / any / a / possessive adjectives

John ……………. a big house.

In his house, ………………….. a living room, a bathroom and a kitchen.

…………………. four big bedrooms with a balcony.

In the kitchen there are ……………. cupboards, ………….. fridge and …………. sink.

There aren't ………….. chairs because they all are in the dining room.

John is married. …………… wife's name's Abigail.

She ……………… long blond hair with green eyes.

They ………………… three children.



Ask the questions corresponding to the answers :

Ex : Answer : John is in the kitchen    -     Question : Where is John ?

A : He's a bank manager
Q :

A : He lives in London
Q :

A : He's got 3 children
Q :

A : He likes tennis and cooking
Q :

A : He goes to work by car
Q :

A : He gets up at 7.00 every day
Q :

A : He goes to the cinema 3 times a month
Q :

A : He's talking to his wife
Q :

A : He was born in 1958
Q :

A : He was born in Portsmouth
Q :

A : Yesterday, he went to the dentist
Q :

A : He bought some flowers on the way back
Q :

A : Tonight he's going to dance with his wife
Q :

A : It's going to take him 15 mn to go to the disco
Q :



Select the correct answer :

John is …………..dentist a the an on
He …………… in London work working works is working
He ……………. a good job like have got liking has got
He ……………. in London yesterday is are were was
He …………….. a camera yesterday bought bougt buys is buying
He ……………. here for 10 years is have been has been
He …………….(1) in Paris for 10 years, (1) is living living was has been
then ………… (2) to London (2) going has gone is going went
……………… any chairs in here their is there are there isn't there aren't

Use the verbs in the brackets and put them in the correct tense :

John ………………............... in 1958 in Portsmouth (to be born).

He ………………..................(to work) and ………………. (to live) in London.

He ………………..................(to come) to London in 1982.

He ………................………..(to be) there since 1982.

Now he …………............…(to be) in his bathroom, he ……………… (to have a bath).

He always …………............(to have a bath) in the evenings, they ………..(to be) relaxing.

Tonight, he …….........…….(to go) to the cinema.

Next Saturday he ……..………….. (not to go) because he …………… (to play) squash with a friend.

He ……….......................... (not to play) tennis very well, but he's very good at squash.


